For the busy, successful lawyer on the go!
FLI hosts a regional meeting with FLI NET CIS Partners in Minsk, Belarus (June 24th)
th

On the occasion of 5 CIS Local Counsel Forum’s (annual
event attracting top-ranked firms from CIS States) held in
Minsk, Belarus on June 23-25 hosted by FLI NET Belarus
partners VLASOVA, MIKHEL & Partners, FLI
Brussels convened a regional meeting with FLI NET CIS
Partners.
FLI NET Partners from Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Belarus, and
Russia attended the meeting to discuss FLI NET’s market
position in the CIS and firm up necessary steps to continue
its vision of steady growth in the region. Mr. Casares too
the opportunity to share some valuable insights derived from the recent FLI Spring Conference in
Prague.
Mr. Casares also met and interviewed prospective top-rated firms from Moldova, Georgia, and
Armenia (all who had recently acted on behalf of FLI on a significant cross-border client matter).
On behalf of FLI Executive Management, FLI expresses its appreciation to Vlasova, Mikhel &
Partners for the invitation and their invaluable assistance during the event!
(Picture on the left: Meeting participants from various CIS states )

FLI NET at its best!
FLI’s best and brightest IP
and litigation attorney
assemble in Brussels to
provide cross-border
support on a delicate client
matter.
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Message from the
President
Dear Friends,
The month of June gave
us no reprieved. Having
travelled out of our center
base three weeks already,
June has found us with a
number of client matters
requiring immediate
attention following our
Spring Conference in
Prague. As clients
prepare to take early
summer holidays, FLI
BXL and various FLI
NET Partners have been
very busy helping several
multinational clients
requiring timely
assistance. Showing
responsiveness is part of
FLI’s signature.

Orlando J. Casares

FLI Continues to Offer Value – Global Litigation Support
FLI NET has been asked to provide a global litigation support on behalf of a major client in the
steel industry. To that effect, FLI Brussels gathered the key litigation FLI NET Partners from the
UK, Germany, Switzerland, and USA to map out the strategy to pursue the desired objectives.

HIGHLIGHT OF THE MONTH
FLI is asked to accompany the CEO of a multinational company and travel to the US for a nineday marathon business meetings. While in the US Mr. Casares convened a meeting with the VP
of a publicly listed company based in DC with whom FLI is discussing potential world-wide
collaboration opportunities.
Other high-level meetings were convened under a relentless travel pace.

